Confidently make the right call
OnGuard siren hardware

- **Beacon light**: Flash red or yellow, based on alert type, to warn people of approaching lightning or severe weather.
- **Siren**: Includes three mounted, adjustable sirens per unit.
- **Junction box**: Connects the sirens and beacon to the siren interface box.
- **Pole**: Standard 2-3/8-inch pole for mounting (optional).
- **Siren interface box**: Connects the siren junction and DTN communication boxes.
- **Communication box**: AC and DC capable, includes the main router, communication system, and battery-powered back-up.
- **Power cord**: A standard three-prong, 120-volt power cord that works with any standard U.S. outlet.
- **Roof mount**: An optional roof mount featuring an 8-foot tall, 2-3/8-inch diameter pole.